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The History of Thames Watermen’s Skiffs

By Chris Ellmers, our President

Introduction

During this illustrated talk, 1 will be providing a brief introduction to the history and use of the Thames water-
men’s skiffs. The talk is also intended as an introduction to Edward Sargent’s talk on the Gravesend watermen’s
skiffs (in the event, of time constraints, however, Edward’s talk was postponed until the February 2009 meeting).

Before embarking on the detail of the talk, however, I would like to dedicate it to the following members of the
DHG:

1. To the late Tom Stothard, who would have been 100 years old this year. Born in Blackwall, Tom had a
great deal of first hand experience working with local watermen. He had many wonderful stories about
the Gobbett and Eagleton families, who were his neighbours, in and around Blackwall Way;

2. To John Jupp, lighterman - and one-time Honorary Waterman to the Museum of London - who taught
museum staff the rudiments of how to handle a waterman’s skiff, as well as a deep respect for the men
who used to operate them;

3. And last, but not least, to Edward Sargent, who has - as we shall see - valiantly saved two of the last
Gravesend Regatta skiffs, restored them and had them back in the water. Edward is to be commended for
doing the thing which museums should be doing, but which they rarely do today!

What is a Waterman \ Skiff?

Here it is best, perhaps, to look at one of the earliest accurate illustration of a waterman’s type skiff. In the late
1820s, E. W. Cooke recorded one of the West India Dock Company’s skiffs, alongside the Blackwall Entrance to
the Dock. The boat, which had the large number 3 on its bow, is shown hoisted up in a derrick. Boats like this
usually measured around:

18’6”-20’6” in length x 5’ 0” beam x l’6”-2’0” in depth

They were clinker - or lapstrake - built, of 6-7 planks, with gunwale. They were usually built of oak planks on
oak frames. Originally, the frames were made of sawn grown oak. Later - as was common with much boatbuild-
ing - the ribs were steam bent from thinner timbers.

As a boat type, they were adopted by watermen - especially those working below London Bridge - in the mid-19th

century. Here they gradually replaced the much finer watermen’s wherries. These were also clinker built, but
longer, sleeker and shallower than the watermen’s skiffs. In the second quarter of the 19th century wherries were
seen as being especially at risk from the wash of speeding paddle steamers - a cause of numerous accidents and
annoyance to the Watermens Company. It is this larger type of waterman’s boat which is the focus of today’s
talk.

Perhaps confusingly, however, the late 19th century Thames had three different types of boat variously called wa-
termen’s skiffs:



1. There was the common type of heavily built waterman’s skiff, as depicted by E. W. Cooke, and as photo-
graphed at Pickle Herring Stairs, in the 1890s;

2. There was the upriver hiring skiff. These were much lighter clinker built boats, whose stylistic roots lay
with the Thames wherry. The form of this boat was seen in a slide of the Jilanjon, a skiff belonging to the
Museum in Docklands. This had, most probably, been built by Messum & Co, at Richmond, around 1880;

3. There were bigger upriver skiffs, which had also developed from the wherryshaped vessel. A comparison
was made between the similar shape of the Museum’s Hammerton’s Ferry skiff, the Pax, the late 19th cen-
tury Twickenham Ferry boats, and E. W. Cooke’s 1829 illustration of beamy hiring wherries, at Rich-
mond. At this point, I would very much like to acknowledge the help which David Wood gave to the
Museum, in the acquisition of the Pax, from Sandy Scott, the then operator of Hammerton’s Ferry.

All three types of boats were used by working watermen. The Jilanjon had two PLA registrations - one as a hir-
ing skiff, and the other as a waterman’s skiff. As a waterman’s skiff, the Jilanjon was used as a ferry boat be-
tween Twickenham and Eel Pie Island, both before and after the bridge was built in the 1950s.

The surviving PLA Waterman’s Skiff Register - which dates to before WWI - contains information on 500 boats.
By abstracting the registration data, it is possible to break the registrations down into the two component types
used by the PLA:

1. ‘Above Chelsea Bridge’ Boats..........numbering 104 boats;

2. ‘Below Chelsea Bridge’ Boats..........numbering 396 boats.

It is clear, from the registration dimensions, that most of the ‘Above Chelsea Bridge’ boats - working in calmer
waters - were hiring skiffs, with typical dimensions of around 25’x4’6” x 1’6”. The typical dimensions of the
‘Below Chelsea Bridge’ boats- working in rougher waters and engaged in heavier work - was around 20’6”x5’l”x
1’10”. Some of the latter boats, however, were as small as 18’6”. This was the size of boat favoured by mud pi-
lots, as they were handier in dock locks, than the bigger boats. ‘Below Chelsea Bridge’ skiffs under 20’ in length,
however, were only allowed to carry 6 passengers, rather than the usual 8. Watermen’s skiffs belonging to light-
erage operators - which were not used to carry paying passengers, but of which there were a large number - were
not included in the PLA register.

It should also be noted that the different names given to the larger watermen’s skiffs also introduce an additional
source of potential confusion. Thus - and as we will hear more from Edward Sargent - the Gravesend built water-
man’s skiffs (sometimes rigged with small lugsails) were also called ‘wherries’, in the early 20th century. Identi-
cal boats used by preventative and regulatory agencies - the Thames Police, Customs, Excise and Trinity House -
during the 18lh and 19th centuries were usually called ‘galleys’, rather than skiffs.

Who Used Watermen's Skiffs ?

Of the groups listed above, the largest users were watermen and lightermen. The latter used them to service and
access their craft at their moorings. Other groups included: licensed ‘bumboatmen’, who serviced shipping; ‘tosh-
ers’ who salvaged timber and rope from the river; and the ‘purlmen’ who sold hot alcholic drinks to those work-
ing afloat.

How did the Watermen's Skiffs Originate?

The familiar name of these boats, together with their increasing use in the 19th century, and widespread survival
into the 20th century, has led numerous writers to see them as having originated as replacements to wherries.
Some have even argued - counter to their appearance - that they have evolved directly from the wherry!



My own historical research, however, shows that - without doubt - they originated as lightermen’s boats. The 18lh

and early 19th records of trials, at the Old Bailey, almost universally refer to skiffs as ‘lightermen’s skiffs’. The
records make it clear that the ‘lighterman’s skiff was a recognized Thames’ boat type, and that they were used to
get lightermen out to their craft, for work, and for watching and security purposes. They were used by lightermen
in the rough goods trade - including coal, timber and ballast - the grain trade, and the Legal Quay trade. In the
grain trade, the skiffs were widely used to bring samples of corn, barley, oats and malt ashore to the riverside gra-
naries. They were also sometimes used to transfer small amounts of other cargoes, as well as working gear, to and
from the shore.

In something of an interesting historical circle, Eric McKee illustrated a waterman’s skiff in his now classic
Working Boats of Britain (Conway Maritime Press, 1983), but captioned it as a ‘Thames lighterman’s boat’ (page
36). The boat which he illustrated has a small diamond shaped piece of raised timber, on the bow, which desig-
nated it as belonging to the lighterage firm of Cory & Co. Cory had operated their own boatbuilding facility at
Charlton.

Watermen's Skiffs, Thefts and Smuggling

The records of the Old Bailey show that lightermen’s skiffs were used to transfer stolen and smuggled goods in
the 18th and 19th centuries. Usually, the miscreants were themselves lightermen. The list of goods recorded as il-
licitly handled in this way included: ivory; coffee; sugar; rum; dye-wood; Brazil wood; saltpetre; cheese; corn
and oats; pitch and tar; hemp and rope; pig iron; and cannon balls. The records show that when most boats conta-
ing stolen goods were discovered - most often alongside lighters, or ships, at the dead of night - their occupants
would usually attempt to jettison their ill- gotten cargoes. It should be noted, however, that the lightermen engag-
ing in such activities were very much in the minority, and that many of the miscreants were themselves appre-
hended through the actions of honest lightermen. If convicted, the punishment for such thefts could include
public whipping, incarceration in the Middlesex House of Detention in Clerkenwell, transportation, and even
hanging.

Watermen’s Boats Elsewhere

Although it was on the Thames where distinctive types of watermen’s boats were mostly to be found, they were
also to be encountered elsewhere. Although much more research needs to undertaken on this area, a couple of
examples can be mentioned. Henry Moses, for instance, drew an interesting view of a waterman’s boat on the
Medway, called the Hero, in the late 1820s. The boat clearly had very similar lines to the Thames waterman’s
skiff, although it had more planks. Some 160 years later, Eric McKee recorded the Parson Gay, a ‘Tamar water-
man’s barge’, which although also having more planks than the Thames watermen’s skiffs, is stylistically and
functionally similar to them.

Museum Tour

The evening concluded with a tour of the Museum galleries to view the following:

1. A mahogany model of a City Corporation Harbour Service waterman’s skiff, of around 1840. This model
was most probably built by Searle & Godfrey, boatbuilders of Lambeth, who are known to have supplied
similar boats - with removable ‘patent oarlocks’ - to the City Corporation in the 1830s and 1840s;

2. A damaged waterman’s skiff, displayed at the end of the Sailortown Gallery, as if it were drawn-up on a
slipway for repair. This boat, which is probably early 20th century, was built by Cory & Co. It is on loan
from the National Maritime Museum, where it had originally been on display in the reconstruction of the
Thames boatbuilding shed in the old Neptune Gallery display;

3. A Port of London Authority waterman’s skiff. This heavily built skiff, with additional hull planking, bears
the PLA number MER 149 and a Cory’s cast brass maker’s plate. The skiff is painted signal green, signi-
fying her use by the PLA Marine Department, where she was sometimes used as a wreck marker. The



frames of this boat are steam bent. The date of this boat is not known, and she may have been built as late
as the 1950s;

4. The very appropriately named and housed waterman’s skiff, the Thames. This smaller traditional skiff
was built by Warners, of Gravesend - who supplied many London watermen with their skiffs - around
1934. The boat first belonged to the Eagleton family, and then to the Gobbett family, both of Blackwall
and both friends of Tom Stothard. The Gobbett family - who also worked as mud pilots and owned light-
ers - used the Thames as their West India Dock skiff.

Chris Ell


